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PRECISE PROCEDURES FOR OPTIMIZING CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATION 


KIM B. SEROTA MICHAEL J. CODY 
Product and Consumer Evaluations, Inc. Michigan State University 

GEORGE A. BARNETT JAMES A. TAYLOR 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Michigan State University 

Multidimensional scaling has been used in political campaigns because it offers several 
advantages over the use of unidimensional scaling procedures. Specifically, 
multidimensional scaling allows the researcher to simUltaneously observe change and 
rates of change with the public's attitudes toward the candidates and issues in the 
election campaign. Further, multidimensional scaling reveals the dimensions voters use 
to differentiate the candidates and their stands on issues. The goal of this paper is to 
describe two innovations which will enhance the utility of multidimensional scaling in 
campaign research: (J) a new least-squares procedure for rotating multidimensional 
configurations over time, and (2) a precise mathematical procedure for optimizing 
message strategies and for assessing the effectiveness of implemented message 
strategies. Reanalysis of campaign research data, over three points in time from a local 
Congressional election, indicates that the mathematical procedures provide a significant 
contribution to devising message strategies and in assessing the effectiveness of such 
strategies. 

Recent years have seen an accelerating trend 
toward sophisticated mathematical theories and 
models, along with precise quantitative research 
techniques among human communication scien
tists. Among these, a simple "inertial" theory 
(Saltiel & Woelfel, 1975; Danes, Hunter, & 
Woelfel, 1976), and a combination of ratio-scaled 
dissimilarities estimates (Danes & Woelfel, 1975), 
and metric multidimensional scaling (Torgerson, 
1958), have found particularly promising 
applications to questions of cultural belief, public 
opinion, and other macro-communication topics. 

Following the procedures defined by Woelfel 
(1973, 1974), Barnett, Serota, and Taylor (1974) 
and Taylor, Barnett, and Serota (1975) asked 
randomly selected voters in a Michigan 
congressional district to estimate the dissimilarities 
among all nonredundant pairs of a set of lO 
empirically derived issues in a congressional elec
tion campaign in ratio-level scales. Based on metric 
multidimensional scaling analyses of these data, 
Bamettetal. (1974), advised one of the candidates 
about the most effective campaign strategies. 

substantial evidence of the effectiveness of the 
strategy, and the candidate was elected by a large 
margin. 

The present paper addresses two central devel
opments in applied multidimensional scaling 
(MDS), and provides a significant reanalysis of the 
Barnett, Serota, and Taylor (1976) congressional 
campaign study. The first of these developments is 
the establishment of a theoretical reference frame 
against which to observe, systematically, the 
consequent effects of campaign communication 
strategies (Woelfel et aI., 1975). The second de
velopment is a technique for the identification of 
optimized message strategy, and subsequent com
parison of optimal strategies, actual campaign 
communications, and resultant attitude change 
(Woelfel et aI., 1976). In the original analysis of 
the 1974 Congressional data, neither procedure was 
available to the researchers. Reanalysis yields new 
and surprising results which significantly support 
the trend toward mathematical optimizing in politi
cal communication and fonnation of persuasive 
communication strategy. 
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THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING 

TECHNIQUE 


The significance ofa multidimensional technique 
is its power for representing various influences in 
the projection of structure, simultaneously. Unlike 
unidimensional scaling, in which error is often bet
ter attributed to multiple influences upon judgment 
(Thurstone, 1927), multidimensional scaling ac
counts for all of the influences inherent and neces
sary in a specific set of judgments. According to 
Torgerson: 

•.. the notion ofa single unidimensional, underlying 
continuum is replaced by the notion of an underlying 
multidimensional space. Instead of considering the 
stimuli to be represented by points along a single 
dimension, the stimuli are represented by points in a 
spaCi! of several dimensions. Instead of assigning a 
single number (scale value) to represent the position of 
the point along the dimension, as many numbers are 
assigned to each stimulus as there are independent 
dimensions in the relevant multidimensional space. 
Each number corresponds to the projections (scale 
value) ofthe points on one ofthe axes (dimensions) of 
the space. (1958. p. 248) 

By repeating the spatial representation through sev
eral points in time, it becomes possible to observe 
simultaneous changes, and to use the trajectories of 
motion (across time changes in position) to make 
mathematically descriptive statements about those 
changes. It also becomes possible to examine 
change in light of the causal influences of 
communicative behavior. 

The procedures for generating a metric MDS 
analysis, which are described in detail by Woelfel 
and Barnett (1974) and Barnett, Serota, and Taylor 
(1976), are presented here, briefly. 

Subjects are given a complete (n[n-l ]/2) list of 
pair comparisons for a set ofconcepts being scaled. 
They are asked to make ratio judgments of the 
dissimilarity between concepts using the form: 

Ifx and y are u units apart, how far apart are concept a 
and concept b 1 

Such a procedure requests a distance judgment 
from a respondent (". . . how far apart are a and 
b?") for all [n(o-l )/2] pairs ofconcepts. Specifical
ly, it requests that this judgment be made as a 
proportion of a standard distance provided by the 

researcher ("ifx andy areu units apart ..."). This 
format allows the respondent to report any positive 
value; the scale is thus unbounded at the high end, 
continuous, and grounded with a true zero (meaning 
identity-two concepts are perceived to be the 
same). 

Since the goal of public opinion research is to 
measure shared social orcultural conceptions or the 
attitudes toward a series of issues held by a defined 
popUlation, one may use aggregation techniques to 
improve the measurements. By invoking the Cen
tral Limits Theorem and Law 0/Large Numbers one 
finds that the arithmetic average of all responses, 
for any cell in the matrix, will converge on the true 
mean for the population as the sample grows large. 
Thus, the first step in the analysis of the distance 
estimates is to determine the mean estimate for all 
possible pairs of n concepts (each cell in the n x n 
matrix). To the extent that the sample size is large, 
that cell estimate will be reliable. 

The mean-distance matrix is then converted into 
a scalar-products matrix. which has been 
transformed (Torgerson, 1958) to establish an ori
gin at the centroid of the distribution. This matrix is 
subsequently factored (using an unstandardized di
rect iterative or diagonalization procedure), to 
achieve a coordinate matrix whose columns are 
orthogonal axes, and whose rows are the pro
jections of the concept location on each of the axes. 
This space has the property of representing the 
average distance judgments for all possible pairs 
simultaneously. Since the multidimensional space 
is constructed from the unstandardized distance 
vectors between all possible pairs, variance in the 
sample population is thus completely accounted for 
by the multidimensional space. 

Finally, this procedure is repeated at each point in 
time, and the spaces are rotated about the centroid to 
congruence, to obtain approximations of the 
concept motions over time. From these resultant 
cross-time coordinate matrices, one can fit curves 
(trajectories) of motion which describe the 
relational changes from the set. Further, the cross
time loadings allow one to make predictions of 
consequent attitude change. 

This scaling procedure has been extensively 
tested, and aggregate test-retest reliability 
coefficients of .90 and above have been reported by 
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Barnett (1972) with as few as 50 cases, and by 
Gillham and Woelfel (1976) with 29 cases, 
Simultaneous but separate random samples of 
approximately 100 have produced intergroup corre
lations ranging from .93 to .97 ili repeated tests 
(Gordon, 1976). These coefficients, of course, are 
dependent upon the scaled concepts and the 
homogeneity of the population. 

In the earlier analysis by Barnett, Serota, and 
Taylor (1976) the general utility ofthis procedure in 
the examination of political attitude formation was 
demonstrated. These data, which provided clear 
evidence for the validity of longitudinal application 
of metric multidimensional scaling, are reconsid
ered here in light of the new methodological devel
opments. A brief review of the previous analysis 
provides a context for this reanalysis. 

REVIEW OF THE EXISTING ANALYSIS 
AND CONGRESSIONAL STUDY 

Data collection procedures are described in 
Barnett, Serota, and Taylor (1976). Separate 
random samples were employed in place of a single 
panel to insure against sensitization and subject 
mortality. Personal interviews were conducted by 
trained, professional interviewers using the follow
ing question format to generate ratio distance 
judgments for all possible pairs of concepts at three 
points in time: 

If John F, Kennedy andDwightD. Eisenhower are 10 
political inches apart, how far apart are: 

-Crime Prevention and the 
Republican Party 

-Crime Prevention and Inflation 

This analysis utilized concepts selected either for 
reasons related to partisan political theory (party 
labels, candidate names, and self) or because they 
were identified in a pretest as being issues which the 
population under study was going to use to decide 
whom to vote for. The concepts scaled were: 

1. Crime prevention 
2. Integrity and honesty in government 
3. The Republican party 
4. Inflation 
S. The Democratic party 

6_ ne.......lIfic omdid... IlllldD:al ~\ 


7. Campaign reform 
8. Busing 
9. Me (representing the "selr' concept) 

10. Republican candidate (actual name) 

The district selected for this project is located in 
north-suburban Detroit. The racial composition is 
99% white, with a median age of 39.9 years and a 
median education for registered voters of 12.4 years 
(Barone, Ujifusa, & Matthews, 1974). 

This district has been traditionally Democratic. 
In 1968, Nixon received 35% of the vote, Wallace 
10%, and Humphrey 54%. However, in 1972, 
Nixon captured 63%. The incumbent Republican 
Congressman received 53% of the vote in 1972 
(Barone et al., 1974). 

The incumbent was clearly recognized as conser
vative, and strongly identified with limited gov
ernment spending and opposition to bussing to 
achieve racial integration. He had close ties with 
corporate business interests, and was a publicly 
ardent supporter of former President Nixon. The 
Democratic challenger (now Congressman) was a 
former assistant state attorney general. The 1974 
campaign w.,as his first attempt at elected office. 
Virtually unknown six months before the election, 
he won a hotly contested primary against three other 
candidates, with 34% of the vote. 

The results of the three data collections are 
summarized in Barnett, Serota, and Taylor (1976). 
Figure I represents the changes in concept positions 
over time. Based upon the data structure at time 
one, which showed certain concepts clustering 
together, or located in the same general region of 
the spatial representation, the Democratic candidate 
was advised that campaign messages should stress 
identification with the Democratic party. and 
simultaneously emphasize his association with 
crime prevention. The vector representing the com
bination of these two messages appeared, upon 
inspection of the spatial representation. to most 
closely resemble the vector from the candidate to 
the self concept, Me. Previous political campaign 
research using multidimensional scaling (Barnett, 
Serota, & Taylor, 1974), suggested that this associ
ation. rather than tbe traditional association with an 
ideal candidate. would podI:M:e abc desin::d dIi::ct 
fnr tfw. .--i_ 

i 
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As a consulting strategy, it would appear to be 
conventional wisdom to have a candidate stress his 
or her party affiliation as well as personal associ
ations with popular stances on the issues (Butler & 
Stokes, 1969). However, the salience and issue 
interrelationships present among a set of issues 
during a given political campaign may be mislead
ing. For example, while the busing issue had high 
salience during the 1972 campaign in this district, it 
was neither an important issue nor an issue which 
was favorably located relative to the other issues 
and concepts. While the candidate had intended to 
take a strong stand on busing, it was advised that the 
issue be treated as unimportant to this race. 

It was emphasized to the challenger that he 
should work to associate himself with desired 
concepts rather than attacking his opponent. Since 
the challenger was relatively unknown, his 
information history was much less than the 
incumbent and therefore much less resistant to 
change (Saltiel & Woelfel, 1975; Danes, Hunter, & 
Woelfel, 1976). The ramifications of this strategy 
include the possibility that the public may actually 
have agenda-setting powers commonly thought to 
have been usurped by the media and politicians, and 
that political advantage may belong to those 
candidates who orient themselves to entering the 
political process consonant with dominant public 
opinion. 

Between the first and second data collection, the 
Democratic challenger distributed 145,000 leaf
lets, 100,000 of which went to areas of lowest 
awareness. This messag~ dealt with his experience 
as an assistant attorney general and his position in 
law enforcement. It also clearly identified him as a 
candidate of the Democratic party. During this 
period the candidate also received major media 
coverage stressing the same basic concept associ
ations. 

Using a simple least-squares orthogonal rotation, 
the following analysis ofmotion between time 1 and 
time 2 was made. Concepts which appeared to 
move more than average were crime prevention 
(II.71), the Republican party (15.15), the Demo
cratic candidate (12.90) and Me (10.81). These 
motions could be explained in terms of significant 
news events and the campaign of the Democratic 
challenger. The Republican party may have moved 

because the reaction to the pardoning of Richard 
Nixon had subsided and the people were moving 
back toward their traditional party affiliations. The 
Democratic candidate's motion appeared to be a 
function of his campaigning, which had somewhat 
stabilized his position in the space. His net move
ment was toward Me. the Democratic party, and 
crimeprevention, which reflected his campaign and 
messages stressing the fact that he was a crime 
fighter and a Democrat. The Republican incumbent 
was the most stable concept in the space, moving 
only 3.81 units. At this point, a prediction was 
made that if rates of change remained constant with 
those of late September, the Democratic challenger 
would be the new Congressman. 

Based on the above discussion, the following 
strategies were recommended to the Democratic 
candidate. First, reference should be made to the 
opponent as a Republican, reinforcing his deviation 
from the Democratic plurality. Second, messages 
which would move the Republican away from in
tegrity and Iwnesty in government and campaign 
reform would also facilitate his movement away 
from the self concept, Me. 

In general, these second-stage recommendations 
were not implemented and the earlier campaign 
strategy was sustained, however in less intensive 
form. During this later phase of the campaign, the 
incumbent employed most of his campaign 
messages, with little effect. The combined result of 
ineffective campaigning by the Republican 
candidate and low activity by the Democratic 
candidate, and the increased inertial mass of the 
concepts or issues, was less relative change during 
the month prior to the election. The Democratic 
candidate, however, continued to move toward the 
concept ofMe in the space. The exact nature of this 
motion will be discussed in the section of this paper 
entitled Computation of Message Effectiveness. 

Using the simple least-squares rotation the 
average motion in the space between tz and t3 was 
3.95 units; this was considerably less than between 
the first and second points in time. This indicates 
that by the second measurement the concepts had 
stablized in the space. Those concepts with move
ment greater than the mean were the Republican 
party, the Democratic party, the Democratic 
candidate, and Me. Again, the Republican 
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FlGURE 1 

Trajectories of Motion for tbe Political Concepts Prior 


to the 1974 Congressional Election. Note That Changes Between 

Times Two and Three are Considerably Less Than Changes 


Between Times One and Two (Concepts Identifed in the Text) 
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incumbent was the most stable concept in space. If 
one examines Figure I, it becomes apparent that Me 

t had changed direction and was approaching the 

r position of the Republican candidate; further, the 
~ little movement of the incumbent is in the direction 
I· 

of Me. Three hypotheses were confirmed. which ~ 
further demonstrate the validity of the technique. ~ First, the candidates converged with those issues t with which they were publicly associated. The 

l Democrat came out in favor of crime prevention 
between the first and second points in time. At time 

I 
one, the mean distance between the candidate and~ 
crime prevention was 32.42 units. At time two the 1 
distance, or discrepancy, had dropped to 8.85 units, 
a change of 23.57 units. The average motion of all 
concepts in the space was 9.23 units, and both 
concepts showed great movement toward each 
other in excess of the mean. 

Between the second aDd third poinls in time, the 
c:;amnajm stal!Rlllrwl This is refIcc:ted in the stable 

relationship between the candidate and crime pre
vention. On busing and inflation the challenger had 
made no public statements. His distance relative to 
these concepts. accordingly, remained stable 
throughout the campaign. 

Second, the candidate clustering most closely to 
the issue positions that the respondents identified as 
central to themselves (Me) did converge with the 
average selfposition. At time one crime prevention 
was the issue located closest to the collective self 
concept. Me; busing was the furthest concept from 
Me. The Democrat would have to move in the 
direction of crime prevention and away from bus
ing. Ifone examines the plot (see Figure 1) this can 
be seen in the trajectories of the three concepts; the 
Democratic candidate moved past busing, in the 
direction of crime prevention. 

Third, the candidate wbose distance from the 
position of the respondents (represeuted. by Me), 
-.,. "'.""limJ III the time of the ele:ctiola .,. 
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the candidate chosen by the population. At time 
three, the distance between Me and Democrat was 
8.6 units whileMe was 10.8 from the Republican. If 
one sums the magnitudes of these vectors, then 
divides each individual distance by this total, and 
finally, subtracts this proportion from one, the re
sult is the predicted vote. In the above case, the 
predicted percentage of the vote was 55.7% for the 
Democratic candidate and 44.3% for the Repub
lican. The actual vote total for the area of study was 
57.7% for the Democrat, 41.3% for the Republican 
and 1.09% for the independent candidates. 

REVISED ROTATION AND OPTIMIZATION 
PROCEDURES 

While the 1974 Congressional Study (Barnett et 
al., 1976) represents a significant innovation in 
polling methods, it is not without faults. Most 
important among the problems raised by this 
approach are the rotation of subsequent meas
urements into a congruence for "correct" 
interpretation of concept movements, and the pre
cise optimization of campaign strategies. 

In the earlier analysis, the static representations 
were rotated to congruence with an ordinary least
squares rotation (Cliff, 1966) of the configurations. 
That is, the squared discrepancies between the cor
responding concepts at successive points in time 
were minimized. First, a translation with a common 
origin for all three spaces was applied. The 
operation superimposes the centroid of one 
distribution (time two) upon the centroid of the 
other (time one), and successive distributions upon 
the previous one. Then, the axes were rotated pair
wise so that the distance between all concepts, on all 
possible pairs of axes, were minimized to a 
Gaussian least-squares best fit. This is given by the 
formula: 

where i is the subscript for concepts in the set ofn 
concepts,j andk are the dimensions being paired for 
comparison, m is the rank or dimensionality of the 
space, andt andt-l designate the two sets ofdata to 
be rotated (Serota, 1974). 

In a recent article, Woelfel and associates (1975) 

critized the use of the rotation of spaces to a least
squares best fit (cf. Cliff, 1966; Schonemann, 
1966). The reason they suggest is that 

•.. such a solution uniformly attributes resistance to 
motion to all the data points regardless of position in 
the space. This method is disadvantageous because it 
renders highly complex the apparent change in situ
ations where relatively simple laws could describe the 
"actual" change, given a more insightful rotation. 
(p.4) 

The least-square rotation has the effect of over
estimating some changes, while underestimating 
others. This may lead to erroneous conclusions, 
such as the interpretation that the public's attitude 
toward a series of issues has changed when in fact 
only their attitude toward the candidates has been 
altered. 

As an alternative to the least-squares procedure, 
Woelfel et al. (1975), propose a method which 
makes use of theoretical or "extra" information to 
provide a rotation yielding far simpler apparent 
motion. This information concerns the 
interrelationships of the concepts in the space, and 
is independent of their coordinate values. The 
information variable may be such things as the 
amount of coverage an issue has received in the 
mass media, a political candidate's use or lack of a 
campaign issue, some sociological invariants such 
as the perception of certain aspects of the 
occupational prestige structure, or an attitude 
theoretic construct such as Woelfel's inertial mass 
(Saltiel & Woelfel, 1975). Since this information 
is independent of the coordinate values, its value 
may be treated as invariant under rotation and the 
translation of the coordinates. 

Two procedures for rotation to theoretical criteria 
have been developed by Woelfel, et al (1975). The 
first of these assumes a simple dichotomy between 
stable and motion concept sets; the concepts may be 
either components of a spatial reference system or 
elements of the set being quantified against the 
reference frame. The second assumes a more 
complex system of weights proportional to the sta
bility ofeach ofthe elements in the concept set. This 
analysis will employ the first of these procedures. 

Given m stable concepts out ofn concepts repre
sented as points in an r dimensional space (m>r), 
the rotation procedure suggested here consists of 
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two primary operations: (1) the establishment of a 
common origin for the tn and the tn+l spaces, and 
(2) the rotation of the tn+! space to the tn space so 
that the separation of anyone of the m stable 
concepts from itself is a minimum. 

Establishing a common origin consists of a 
straightforward translation of coordinate axes such 
that the centroid (of each axis) for both spaces is at 
the midpoint of the distribution for the hypothesized 
stable concepts. It is important to emphasize that 
these concepts are hypothesized to be stable relative 
to each other; against this stable reference constel
lation, location changes by the more volatile con
cepts will be calibrated. 

Given the following coordinate matrices: 

X = the matrix of coordinates at tn. and 
Y = the matrix of coordinates at tn+! 

the fIrst task is to fInd: 

A = the matrix X on the common reference 
system, and 

B = the matrix Y on the common reference 
system. 

Finding the centroid of a space which is to be used 
as the origin for a common reference system is 
accomplished by frrst determining the average of 
the coordinate loadings of the m stable concepts for 
each of the r dimensions; that is: 

m 
Ckk = 	 I xJk/m (k = 1,2, ... ,r) (2)

J=1 

m 
hkk = I yJk/m (k = 1,2, ... ,r) (3)

)-1 

where, m = the number of stable concepts, and XJk 
and Y)k are the projections of the jth stable concept 
on kth dimensions in X and Y respectively. The 
translation of the coordinate matrices from the old 
origin to the new "stable centroid" origin is given 
by: 

alii = XIII - Ckk 	 (4) 

bill = YIII - hkk 	 (5) 

where i refers to each of the concepts in the matrix, 
and CIdI: and ~ are the elements of the diagonal 
mabices C and H. 

We bcda..4 aad B coordiDaIe maIrices DOW lo

. cated at a common origin, the next task is to rotate 
the B coordinates so that the distance for any stable 
concept j from itself is minimized; this amounts to 
the following minimizing function: 

m m r 
Min IsJl = I I {ajk - bOJk)2 (6)

)=1 )=1 k=1 

where bOjk are the stable projections in the rotated B 
matrix (denoted Bj, and SJj is the distance of con
ceptj in matrix A to conceptj in matrix BO. The 
value I Sjj2 is a minimum because, while the equa
tion is computed by the method ofleast squares, it is 
unlikely that either the distribution of points inA or 
B will be a straight line. Hence, the sum of squares 
is not likely to equal the absolute value of zero. The 
purpose of this minimization is to find, among sev
eral alternatives, that set of elements, bOJk, which 
most closely fIt the elements of matrix A. 

In order to fInd the elements of BO, bO)k, it is 
necessary to perform a series of transformations on 
the set ofall possible axis pairs. The transformation 
series, designated Tpq (p<q), is defIned as the 
two-space orthogonal transformation series com
monly used in classical mechanics: 

rcosOpq -SinOpq] 
(7)Tpq = 	LsinOpq cosOpq 

where, 

Opq = 	the angles needed to minimize the dis
tance of the m stable concepts in matrix 
A from those in matrix B. 

The angles of rotation Opq are determined by fIrst 
noting that the projections of the stable conceptsj on 
thep andq coordinates in the matrixBo are given by: 

bOJp = 	bjp cos Opq + bjq sin Opq (8) 

bOJq = 	-bJp sin Opq + bjq cos Opq (9) 

The angle Opq which minimizes the j concepts at 
two points in time in apq plane is determined by: 

Sepq = I (ajp - bOJp)2 + 
J=l 
m 
~ (aJq - b°jq)! = MIN (10)

J=l 

By substitutiog 8 and 9, in 10 aad expandina. 
yields: 
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s
Opq = Ia2jp + Ia2jq + Ib2jp + Ib2jq 

2 cos 8 (Iajpbjp + Iajpbjp) 

2 sin 8 (Iajpbjq - Iajqbjp) (11) 

Taking the frrst derivati ve ofSepq with respect to t!te 
angle 8 pq and setting it to zero gives: 

(12) 

which leads to the following solutions for the angle 
8 pq: 

Iajpbjq + Iajqbjp 
(13)

Iajpbjp - Iajqbjq 

The arc-tangent of the expression in the right side 
ofequation 13 will yield 8 pq. The second derivative 
of equation 12 will indicate whether 8 pq is a 
minimum or maximum for the transformation. If 
the second derivative is negative, then it is neces
sary to add 1800 to angle 8 pq • 

Following each transformation. Tpq, the new 
values of bO for vectorsp and q are substituted into 
matrixBi). The subsequent transformation may then 
be performed. 

Utilizing the above rotation procedure, stable and 
free-moving concepts can be differentiated and ac
commodated in the observation ofconcept motions. 
Accordingly, a more theoretically precise reference 
frame is generated, and the systematic nature of 
concept motions as a result of information influence 
is more readily evident. 

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF MESSAGE 

OPTIMIZING PROCEDURES 


After respondents have made distance estimates 
between all non-redundant pairs ofconcepts used in 
the pair comparison questionnaire. responses are 
averaged across respondents, yielding an aggregate 
matrixS (a matrix ofarithmetic means). This matrix 
is then orthogonally decomposed to yield a mul

tidimensional spatial coordinate system R in which 
candidates, issues, and a target concept are arrayed. 
The purpose of the optimizing procedure is to pro
vide information about which subset of concepts in 
this array can be combined and included in a mes
sage that would move a candidate toward the target 
concept. The exact mathematical algorithm by 
which this subset of concepts can be selected 
utilizes the following procedure. 

First, we center the coordinate system R on the 
concept representing the candidate for whom the 
strategy is to be devised, by the translation of coor
dinates 

Rl = R~ - R~' (14) 
j = I, 2, ..., k 

where, RI = the position vector of the ith con
cept after recentering, 

RI' = the original position vector of the 
ith concept, and 

Rc' = the original position vector of the 
candidate. 

(R can be any coordinate system, in a series of data 
collections, at the point in time the researcher 
wishes to devise the message strategy.) Due to this 
recentering, the candidate's position vector RC is 
now the null vector IRc I = 0, and the position 
vector Rm, representing the location of the target 
concept, also represents the vector path along which 
the conception ofthe candidate is intended to move. 

Further. RI is the vector originating at the candi
date's location and extending to each of the i con
cepts. It is assumed that any assertion which associ
ates the candidate with concept i will move that 
candidate along the vector RI. Similarly, RI is fur
ther generalized to any combination of concepts by 
a vector addition procedure. Rl will be called the 
predicted vector. 

Based on the above assumption, determination of 
a single optimal issue may be simply accomplished: 
first, the angle aim between any predicted vector 
(RI) and the target vector can be conveniently calcu
lated from the scalar product 

aim = cos-1 ( • RIRm 
(15) 

= i, 2, ... , k-l. 

I

! 
i 
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That concept whose position vector forms the small
est angle with the target vector will represent the 
concept that will draw the candidate most nearly in 
the direction of the target concept. The amount of 
change advocated by this message strategy is given 
straightforwardly by the length of the predicted 
vector IRII, which is given by 

IRII = d (RI) Z ) II'}. (16)
)ml j 

wherer is the dimensionality ofR. The above equa
tions are more fully elaborated in Woelfel, Fink, 
Holmes, Cody, and Taylor (1976). The computer 
subroutine computes the distance ofRm, distance of 
RI, angles betweenRm andR I, the ratio ofR I andRm, 
and the correlation between RI and Rm. 

RI in these equations is used in a general sense. 
The optimal message strategy (RI) may be any 
single concept vector solution (Candidate A is Y), 
two-pair message solution (Candidate A isX and Y), 
three-pair message solution, or four-pair message 
solution. What is important to show, is that the 
manipUlated candidate moves along the predicted 
vector. Procedures for such an analysis are given by 
Woelfel, et al. (1976) as follows. 

Evaluation of the success or failure of such pre
dictions is given straightforwardly by the cosines 
(correlations) of the angles between the predicted 
vectorRI and the vectorobserved,RC(t:J, across the 
time interval of the message I1t. Given measures at 
two points in time t and t + I1t, we define the 
predicted vector across t as 

RI(t'}.) - RI(tl) = RI(l1t) (17) 
where RI(t'}.) = the coordinates of RI at 
t + I1t 

RI(tl) = the coordinates of RI at t 
Similarly, the observed vector across I1t is given 

by 
RC(tz) - RC(tl) = RC(l1t) (18) 
where Re(tz) = the coordinates ofRc att + I1t 

RC(tt) = the coordinates of Rc at t 

But, due to the centering operation, RC(tl) = 0, so 
RJ.6t) =RC(tz). Since we make no prediction about 
tbe magnitude of either R'{6t) or RC(6t). then it is 
su.fficieDt 10 confirm tbe prediction that cos a =: 

1.00, a .... 0.00. 

In practice, however, it is difficult to hold the 
center ofthe coordinate system precisely on the spot 
where the candidate concept was att for t + I1t. and 
so, frequently, a third origin may be chosen, gen
erally at the centroid of the issues and concepts 
considered stable or least likely to move across the 
interval based on some criterion (see Woelfel et aI., 
1975). In this event the components of Rc at tl 
cannot be neglected, and we require 

RI (l1t)· RC(l1t) =cosa (19) 

IR1(11t)1 IRC(l1t)1 

Functionally, these procedures translate any se
quential pair of configurations to a centroid which is 
the candidate's time-one null vector (the first two 
steps of the procedure to obtain the message, but 
performed on both sets of data after a least-squares 
rotation of theoretically stable concepts). The dif
ference between the candidate's time-two location 
and time-one location represent the candidate's mo
tion vector [RC(l1t)]. This motion vector is corre
lated with the time-one predicted motion vector 
(RI). 

Woelfel et aI, (1976), generalize these equations 
to account for the non-Euclidean characteristics of 
the multidimensional spaces. 

CALCULATION OF MESSAGE STRATEGIES 

The message optimizing procedure was used 
with the time-one data in order to construct message 
strategies that would move the candidate directly 
towards the target concept. This procedure pro
duced five, single-concept solutions, and a large 
number of two-pair, three-pair, and four-pair mes

')sage solutions. Recall that the solution (or a set of 
message solutions) in which the angle between RI 
and the target vector is (or are) minimal provide the 
best message strategy(ies). In this section of the 
paper we shall describe a number of "fair" and 
"good" message strategies. 

Before discussing these solutions, let us first 
briefly describe the interrelations between concepts 
when employing the new rotati<?n (Figure 2). The 
concepts, and concept identification labels. are ref
erenced previously. The Dumber represents tbe 10
calion oftbe concept at WIDe ODe, aad tbe dots aIoag 

R-I 
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FIGURE 2 

Trajectories of Motion for the Political Concepts Prior to the 1974 

Congressional Election; Rotation Utilizing the Woelfel et aI. (1975) 


Procedure (Concepts Identified in the Text) 


the lines report the concept's location at subsequent 
points in time. Note that Figure 2 is rotated at a 
different angle for representation-this rotation 
does not affect the location of the concepts in rela
tion to each other. but does influence the ability to 
interpret the three dimensional representation. 
Some of the concepts appear to be in different 
quadrants of the space, and the reader should keep 
in mind that these quadrants are arbitrary. What is 
important is the relative motion between concepts. 

The Democratic candidate, the Democratic 
party, the Republican candidate. and the target 
concept Me move more than the other concepts in 
the space. Even when employing the rotation with 
the least-squares rotation for the stable concepts, 
the Democratic candidate (concept 6), the Demo
cratic party (5) and crime prevention (1) converge. 
Also. the aggregate Me (9) similarly converges to

ward these concepts-except less so between time 
two and time three. The Republican candidate (10) 
appears first to move towards the Republican party 
(3) and Busing (8) between time one and time two 
(although this movement appears to be small in 
magnitude), and then moves toward campaign re
form (7) and inflation (4) between time two and time 
three. 

By simply assessing the graphic illustration of the 
concepts in the first three dimensions, it would 
appear that the Democratic candidate's best time
one message strategy would be to use the issue of 
integrity and honesty in government (2) than any 
other single concept message strategy. Between 
time two and three, it would appear thatthe two-pair 
message strategy using integrity and honesty in 
government (2) and crime prevention (1) would 
move the candidate more closely toward the target 

Me than the roes 
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FIGURE 3 

A Possible Message Strategy Based on Time One Data 
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Me than the message strategy of crime prevention the movement of the concepts which do exhibit true 
and Democratic party (5), change (Democratic party, Me, and crime preven

Note that the major differences between Figure 1 tion) is not overly attenuated by the rotation. 
and Figure 2 is that the candidate's movements are 
atrenuated when they are included as concepts in Mathematical Message OptimiZing Procedures 
which the least-squares rotation procedure is im
plemented. In Figure 2, the candidates move more, There is a serious qualification in using an eye
and even among the theoretically stable concepts, ball approach to devising message strategies, as we 
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briefly have done above for the Figure 2 configura
tion. Specifically, these configurations only repre
sent three of the dimensions in the multidimensional 
configuration, and there exists considerable infor
mati~n in the remaining dimensions. Secondly, it is 
difficult to interpret depth in these three
dimensional configurations. Therefore, we shall 
now turn to the results ofemploying the mathemati
cal message optimizing procedure. 

Figure 3 presents the message strategy im
plemented during the campaign. This solution indi
cates that if the candidate were to move along the 
resultant vector for the concepts Democrat and 
crime prevention, he would move at an angle of 
43.76 degrees from the target vector (a correlation 
of .722). It also reveals that if full effects of the 
message strategy were obtained, the candidate 
would move to a point 32.05 units away from the 
target-of course, we only expect the candidate to 
exhibit a certain percentage of distance moved 
along the RI vector. The following section will 
report the correlation between observed motion and 
predicted motion. 

While a correlation of .722 may appear to be 
reasonably high, this solution should be considered 
a "fair" one. Since there will be potential var
iability in the motion of the candidate once a mes
sage strategy is implemented, one should attempt to 
reduce the angle between the message strategy (re
sultant vector) and the target vector. In the solution 
presented in Figure 3, this angle is 43.76 degrees. 
Once the message strategy is implemented, there 
will be some angle (small to moderate in mag
nitude) between the candidate's observed motion 
and the message strategy. Therefore, the angle be
tween the candidate's observed motion and the 
target vector may be, in some cases, larger than 
43.76 degrees. Thus, it is very important to select a 
message strategy in which the angle between the 
resultant and target vector is as small as possible. 

While the message strategy illustrated in Figure 3 
is a "fair" solution, it is one of the best two-pair 
message solutions. There are only a few message 
strategies generated by our procedures which are 
better than this strategy for time-one data. A good 
single concept solution would be one that utilizes 
integrity and honesty in government-the vector of 
which correlates .867 with the target vector (an 

angle of 29.92 degrees). Another good single con
cept solution would be crime prevention -the vec
tor of which correlates .823 with the target vector 
(an angle of 34.63 degrees). Besides the message 
strategy illustrated in Figure 3, the only other good 
two-pair message strategy is utilization of inflation 
and Democratic party-a resultant vector which 
correlates .921 with the target vector (an angle of 
22.93 degrees). 

Let us now turn to a post hoc analysis of time-two 
message strategies. Unfortunately, when the time
two data were used in the message optimizing pro
cedure, the solution actually implemented in the 
campaign did not even appear as a solution. We 
hypothesize that the reason for this is that at time 
two, the candidate was located at some point which 
was approximately between the locations ofDemo
cratic party and crime prevention and that adding 
these vectors would provide a "bad" solution. (The 
message optimizing procedure is written such that 
any "solution" with an angle greater than 90 de
grees is not printed. This is to keep the computer 
program from providing an excess of "solutions" 
which would be inappropriate. Any resultant vector 
whose angle with the target vector is more than 90 
degrees would move the candidate either at a right 
angle to the target or a way from the target. Obvious
ly, such solutions are not worthy of consideration.) 

Figure 4 presents one of the best time-two mes
sage strategies. The resultant vector includes the 
concepts integrity and honesty in government and 
crime prevention correlates .995 with the target 
vector (an angle of 5.74 degrees). If full effects of 
such a message strategy were obtained, the candi
date would move to a location only 4.23 units from 
the target. The small angle between this resultant 
vector and the target vector indicates that if such a 
message strategy had been employed, the candidate 
would move directly toward the target. 

In terms of single concept solutions, there are 
three worth mentioning. Crime prevention used by 
itself provides a vector which correlates .979 with 
the target vector (an angle of 11.90 degrees). Infla
tion used by itself also provides a good strategy
the vector of which correlates .889 with the target 
vector (an angle of 27.22 degrees). Further, cam
paign reform was also a good single concept solu
tion. The vector representing crime prevention cor

relates .932 with 
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FIGURE 4 

A Possible Message Strategy Based on Time Two Data 
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relates .932 with the target solution (an angle of 
21.16 degrees). 

Overall, there were more "fair" to" good" solu
tions obtained at time two than at time one. We shall 
discuss one other "good," usable solution. Utiliz
ing integrity and honesty in government and Demo
cratic party, provides a resultant vector which cor
relates .976 with the target vector (an angle of 
12.65 degrees). The length of this resultant vector is 
12.726 units and if full effects were obtained, the 
candidate would move to within 2.79 units of the 
target. What is important about his solution (as with 
the other"good" time two, two-pair message solu
tion described above), is that it would move the 
candidate in a fairly direct path towards the target. 

Figure 5 illustrates a solution that suggests the 
qualifications that should be placed on the use ofthe 
mathematical procedure-the use of sound reason
ing in selecting a message strategy. The four-pair 
message strategy which utilizes integrity and hon
esty in government, crime prevention, Republican 

party, andinjlation isa "good" solution-butonly 
mathematically speaking. Obviously, no Democra
tic candidate would use such a strategy, despite the 
fact that the solution correlates .981 with the target 
vector (an angle of 11.l3 degrees). The existence of 
such solutions does not necessarily indicate a fault 
with these mathematical procedures. Rather, they 
suggest that the use of sound reasoning be conjunc
tionally employed, since a potentially effective 
message may frequently be culturally taboo. While 
the "solution" in Figure 5 is a gross example of 
what may happen during the vector addition proce
dure, all solutions need to be carefully assessed for . 
both pragmatic implications and ethical considera
tions . 

The message strategy optimizing procedures 
generated a number of solutions. It is obvious, 
given the solutions presented briefly in this section 
ofthe paper, that a number ofbetter strategies could 
have been designed for the Barnett, Serota, and 
Taylor (1976) study. 
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FIGURES 
Potential Message Strategy Based on Time Two Data 
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In the next section, the extent to which the candi
date moved as predicted will be discussed. 

CALCULATION OF MESSAGE 

EFFECTIVENESS 


To obtain a measure of message effectiveness, it 
is necessary to calculate a correlation between the 
observed candidate motion and predicted motion. 
To do this, the time-two configuration is rotated to 
the time-one configuration, utilizing a least-squares 
orthogonal rotation. Within this procedure those 
concepts which are theoretically stable (not pre
dieted to move) are specified as stable and included 
in the minimizing procedures of the rotation. Those 
concepts which have been manipulated or are ex

pected to vary then appear to move freely in the 
otherwise stable configuration (see Woelfel et aI., 
1975). The candidate's time-one coordinates are 
then subtracted from all time-two coordinates, to. 
center the time-two space on the candidate's time
one position. Functionally, these two steps (rotation 
and subtraction) locate the two configurations at a 
common centroid for the purpose of the stable con
cepts rotation, and then disjoins the two concept 
structures to produce a candidate motion vector 
among the time-one concept position vectors. Vec
tors for the candidate's time-two location (the mo
tion vector) and the predicted motion can then be 
compared and correlated. 

Table 1 presents the results of the message effec
tiveness computations. Between time one and time 
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TABLE 1 
Results of Message Effectiveness 

Time One Time Two

Time Two Time Three 


... R' 

!lOve freely in the 
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lie coordinates are 
"0 coordinates, to. 
candidate's time

two steps (rotation 
:onfigurations at a 
:of the stable con
~ the two concept 
lte motion vector 
tion vectors. Vec
location (the mo
otion can then be 

be message effec
time one and time 

Correlation between RI 
motion vector: 

and observed 
.865 .875 

Angle between Ri and observed 
motion vector: 

Length of Resultant Vector (R i ): 

Distance between candidate and target: 

30.12 0 

1!0.789 

28.900 

21.830 

Time One Time Two Time Three 

11!.239 12.512 8.577 

two, the correlation between the predicted 
motion-that the candidate would move along the 
Democrat and crime prevention resultant vector at 
time one-and the observed motion ofthe candidate 
between time one and time two is .865. This is an 
angle of 30.12 degrees. The distance between the 
candidate's location. and the target concept's loca
tion, decreased by 1.727 units. The correlation be
tween the predicted motion and observed motion, 
between time two and time three, is equally high, 
.875. This is an angle of 28.90 degrees. The dis
tance between the candidate's location and the 
target concept's location decreased by 3.935 units. 
Note that the resultant vector's length also de
creases over time. This provides support for the 
notion that the candidate is converging toward these 
concepts-adding the vectors crime prevention and 
Democrat at time one resulted in a length of 40.789 
units; at time two, this length decreased to a dis
tance of 23.66 units. 

Utilization of the message effectiveness proce
dure, then, indicates that the campaign strategy was 
successful-the candidate moved along the pre
dicted vector. The candidate continued to move 
along' the resultant vector between time two and 

time three, when the campaign faltered, because of 
a time-lag in which campaign information perme
ated the congressional district. Therefore, the can
didate moved closely along a resultant vector which 
was a fair solution at time one, but only a "poor" 
solution at time two. 

There are two possible explanations for the can
didate's continued motion along the resultant vec
tor. The first concerns the diffusion of campaign 
information. It takes considerable time for the in
formation about a congressional candidate's posi
tion on the issues to diffuse throughout his district. 
One reason for this is that campaign information is 
primarily spread through interpersonal channels 
rather than by the mass media. This is especially the 
case in large urban areas, where the media must 
simultaneously cover a number of congressional 
campaigns. Also, in these media markets, the cost 
of advertising is high and candidates would tend to 
use their scarce resources in a more effective man
ner. Added to these factors, was the fact that in 
1974, there were no national offices at stake, thus 
limiting the coverage of campaign rhetoric. While, 
the candidate may have stopped campaigning on 
these issues, his stand on them may have continued 
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to diffuse through the contituency's interpersonal 
networks to the people he did not reach directly. 

The second possible explanation derives from the 
work of Saltiel and Woelfel (1975), who suggest 
that the rate of change of an attitude, rather than the 
amount of change, is proportional to the force to 
which it is exposed and inversely related to its 
inertial mass. Rather than assuming that attitude 
change is instantaneous, they argue that discrepant 
information initiates a process of change which 
takes place over time, and continues until an 
equilibrum point is reached. (These notions seem 
compatible with more informal notions of the 
"momentum" of a political campaign.) There is no 
set time limit by which the process is completed 
(Cody, Marlier, & Woelfel, 1976). In the example 
in this paper, there is no reason to expect that the 
process would not continue after the second meas
urement. This would clearly be the case if, as indi
cated above, an alternative campaign strategy were 
not implemented. 

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

While the procedures discussed above have not 
yet been utilized throughout the life of a campaign, 
it is not difficult to see the extent to which these 
developments will aid researchers and campaign 
strategists in future political work. At time one, the 
candidate wished to campaign on the issue ofbus
ing. However, busing never appearsto be an issue 
that would facilitate movement towards the target 
concept Me. Further, at time one, the candidate 
wished to campaign on inflation. This, however, 
was not a good single concept solution, but would 
have been a good message strategy if implemented 
in conjunction with the concept of Democratic 
party. The resultant vector of these two concepts 
correlated .921 with the target vector. 

While the strategy that was implemented (Demo
cratic party and crime prevention) was a "fair" 
strategy (r=.722), our reanalysis indicates that for 
the time one-time two period of the campaign, the 
use of crime prevention alone would have been a 
good campaign strategy (a correlation of .823 with 
the target vector). Unfortunately, between time two 
and time three, the candidate continued to move 
along the resultant vector that was no longer as good 

a solution as it was at time one, nor as good as a 
number of possible time two solutions. Specifical
ly, the candidate could have campaigned on the 
issues of integrity and honesty in government and 
crime prevention. 

The data reanalyzed in the present paper is based 
on an aggregation of all respondents. It is entirely 
possible, indeed preferable, for large sets ofdata to 
subdivide various respondents on the basis of the 
usual demographics, partisanship, or even behav
ioral ticket-splitters (DeVries & Tarrence, 1972), 
and to devise a set of message strategies for each 
subgroup or combination thereof. In deed, one may 
wish to use a message strategy that is a "good" 
strategy across particular target audiences. 

Given time-one data, and an implementation of a 
campaign strategy on the part of an opponent, it is 
conceivable to estimate the potential effects of the 
opponent's campaign, and adjust one's campaign 
accordingly. Such adjustments are made all the time 
in a high activity campaign, and these procedures 
provide a precise means for estimating effects and 
adjustments. 

Finally, we would like to stress several qualifi
cations of these procedures. First, the vector addi
tion procedure that serves as the basis for generating 
messages is oblivious to what concepts it adds to
gether to form resultant vectors. Therefore, some 
solutions will be mathematically very good, but 
totally impractical to use. It is up to the researcher/ 
campaign strategists to select a message that is both 
credible and ethically suitable to a candidate's phi
losophy. 

In addition, it would also be extremely judicious 
to examine how both the target concept and the 
candidate move. The analyses presented in the 
present paper have sought to answer the question: 
Does the candidate move along the resultant vec
tor? However, between any two points in time, the 
implementation of the message strategy (and other 
causes in the environment) may influence the loca
tion of the target concept Me in the space, particu
larly early in the campaign before the political do
main crystalizes in the minds of the electorate. 
Thus it would be important to calculate motion 
vector correlations between the two moving ob
jects. Such an analysis would address the following 
question: Do the two concepts both move and con
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